Generalized topologies obtained by replacing the Kuratowski closure axioms by some weaker ones occur in various branches of mathematics (see e.g. [5] ) and have been studied by many mathematicians (see [3] ). The most general of them -the topologies without axioms -are dealt with in this contribution. The upper and lower modifications of topologies without axioms with regard to the axioms O, I, M, A, U, K, B*, B, S are described in [3] . In [4] there are determined those axioms which are preserved by the individual modifications. By the help of [3] and [4] , in the present note we solve the problem of determining the axioms that give reflective or coreflective modifications of the construct (i.e. concrete category of structured sets and structure-compatible maps) of topological spaces without axioms. This is done by finding the axioms with regard to which upper (lower) modifications are reflections (coreflections).
The categorical terminology used is taken from [1] . If J is a construct and (X, a) £ I an object, then by saying that (X,/3) is a reflection [coreflection] of (X, a) in a subconstruct T of 2 we mean that id^ : (X, a) -> (X, /?)[idx : (X, ¡3) -• (X, a)] is a reflection [coreflection] of (X, a) in T. A reflective (coreflective) modification of a construct J is then any full subconstruct of J in which each object of I has a reflection (coreflection). Let 1 be a fibre-small construct, T a subconstruct of X and (X, a) € 1 an object. An object (X,f3) G T is called the upper [lower] modification of (X, a) in T, if /3 is the finest [coarsest] of all "/"-structures on X that are coarser [finer] than a. It is well known (see e.g. [2] , Notes) that each reflection [coreflection] of (X, a) in T is the upper [lower] modification of (X, a) in T. On the other hand, obviously, if (X, (3) is the upper [lower] modification of (X, a) in T, then (X, /3) is a reflection [coreflection] of (X, a) in 7* iff for each object , 7 ) (X,/3)] is a morphism in 7*. By a topology without axioms (briefly a topology) on a set X we understand a map u : exp X -> exp X. The pair (X, u) is then called a topological space without axioms (briefly a topological space). Given two topological spaces (X, u) and
The construct of all topological spaces and continuous maps will be denoted by V. Obviously, V is fibresmall (and even flbbre-complete). From the literature listed in [3] we take following nine axioms for topologies u on a given set X: Many topologies studied by individual authors are exactly the topologies fulfilling some of these nine axioms -see [3] . Let A,/z G {0,1, M, A, U, K, B*,B,S}. A topology u on a set X and the topological space (X, u) are called A-topology and A-space if u fulfils the A-axiom; they are called A/xtopology and A/a-space if u fulfils both the A-axiom and the /¿-axiom (we speak about A/j-axiom); etc. By V\ we denote the full subconstruct of V whose objects are precisely the A-spaces, by Vx^ the full subconstruct of V whose objects are precisely the A/x-spaces, etc. Proof, a) Let (X,u) G V be an object and let u be not an O-topology. Then there does not exist any O-topology on X coarser than u. Conse- b) Let (X,u) € V be an object and let u be not an /-topology. Then there does not exist any /-topology on X finer than u. Consequently, there exists no coreflection of (X,u) in Vj, and if (X,u) G V\, then there exists no coreflection of (X, u) in Vi\ whenever A € {O, M, A, U, K, B*, B, 5}. Proof, a) Let (X,u) G V be an object and let v be the topology on X given by
)ii continuous. Therefore (X, vj is a reflection of (X, u) in VM-In [4] it is shown that the is not continuous because
is not a coreflection of (X,u) in VM, i-e. (X, u) has no coreflection in VMRemark 1. Of course, there exist subbconstructs oîV different from VM whose coreflective modifications are VM-An example of such a subconstruct is the full subconstruct of V whose objects are precisely the objects of VM and the topological spaces (X,«) with card X > 1, w0 = X and 0 ^ A Ç X uA = 0. Proof, a) In [3] it is proved that if (X,u) G V, then the upper Amodification of u exists iff u is an A-topology. But it can be proved similarly that if A G {1,5} and (X, u) G V\, then the upper AA-modification exists iff u is an A-topology. Consequently, if (X,u) G V is an object, then an A-space (X, r) is a reflection of (X, U) in VA iff u = v, and if A G {I, 5"} and (X, it) G Vx is an object, than an AA-space (X, v) is a reflection of (X,u) in 
Next, we have f(uf~1(wf(A))) C wf(f~1(wf(A))) = wwf(A)
C wf{A), hence uf~\wf(A)) C fl {}{uf~l(wf(A)))) C f~l(wf{A)). Remark 2. We shall show that Vu is neither reflective nor coreflective modification of V. On that account, let X = and put ui{z} = {zl^la;} = {y} and u\A = %2A = {y} whenever {a:} ^ A C X. Then (X, ui), (X,U2) G Vu and u\, «2 are incomparable, i.e. u\ is neither finer nor coarser than U\. Next, put = 0, w{x} = {x,y} and vA = wA = {j/} whenever {a:} ^ A CI, Then clearly v is finer and w is coarser than both u\ and «2-Thus there exists no upper [/"-modification of v because there is no i7-topology on X that is coarser than v and finer than both u\ and «2-Similarly, there exists no lower [^-modification of w because there is no [7-topology on X that is finer than w and coarser than both u\ and u2. Consequently, there does not exist any reflection of (X,v) in Vu, and there does not exist any coreflection of (X,w) in Vu- Proof, a) Let (X,«) G V be an object and let u be not a /^-topology. Then there does not exist any A'-topology on X coarser than u. Consequently, there exists no reflection of (X, u) in VK, and if (X, u) G V\, then there exists no reflection of (X,u) in VKX whenever A G {0,I,M,A,U,B*, B,S}. b) In [3] it is proved that if (X, u) G V, then the lower /¿"-modification of u exists iff u is a /i-topology. But this implies that if A G {0,B} and (X, u) G V\, then the lower A'A-modification of u exists iff M is a if-topology. Consequently, if (X,u) G VM, then a K-space (X, v) is a coreflection of (X, u) in VK iff U = V, and if A G {0, B) and (X, u) G Vx, then a KA-space (X, v) is a coreflection of (X,u) in VKX iff U = V. Proof, a) Let (X,u) G P be an object and let v be the topology on X given by
Consequently, vA C f~1(wf(A)). Thus f(vA) C f(f~1(wf(A))) = wf(A), so that / : (X, v) (Y,w) is continuous. Hence (X, v) is a reflection of (X, u) in Vu-In [4] it is shown that u u is an Mtopology and that the upper U-modification of M-tolopogies preserves
By (X, v) (Y, w) is continuous, and thus (X, v) is a reflection of (X, u) inT'B*. In [4] it is shown that the upper /^-modification preserves each of the axioms Remark 3. We shall show that Vs is not a reflective modification of V. On that account, let X = {x,y} and put ui0 = «20 = 0, wi{a;} = «2(2/} = X, ui{y} = u 2 {x} = {y}, u x X = u 2 X = X. Then (X,u 1 ),{X,u 2 ) € V s and u\, u 2 are incomparable. Put u0 = = v{y} = 0,vX = X. Then v is finer than both U\ and u 2 . Thus there exists no upper ¿"-modification of v because there is no 5-topology on X that is coarser than v and finer than both u\ and u 2 . Consequently, there does not exist any reflection of (X, v) in V s -
